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Company Profile
Category:

Audit, Transparent Marketplace

Website:

https://equityhealth.net/

Year Established:

2020

CEO:

Richard Jung

Company contact:

Brad Dumke at 615.418.7609 or
b.dumke@equityhealth.net

Description:
EquityHealth helps Employers and Employees understand ALL their options
for pursuing high-value healthcare services and driving out waste,
overtreatment, overspending, avoidable risk, and all forms of surprise
medical bills. EquityHealth then removes impediments to pursuing their
self-interests. EquityHealth believes Value = Quality/Cost x Appropriateness.
EquityHealth provides:
A healthcare supply chain audit of claims at the Employer level to
understand where every dollar has gone.
A smart-phone deployed Transparent Medical Marketplace where
Employees can see available Costs and Employers can steer high-value
choices.
Smart-phone deployed Employee Education and Empowerment tools
that provide just in time steerage to help Employees and their families
understand the system and how to make it work for them.
www.validationinstitute.com
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Claim Assertion for Validation
Equity Health works with Employers and their Employees to understand their
opportunities to improve quality and lower the costs of their healthcare
services. This is accomplished in an iterative, three step process:
Initial Baseline Audit of the Employer’s Healthcare Supply Chain
(remittance/claims data) for at least one full year.
Based on the Audit results, an Employer-specific Action Plan with
interventions that may include any combination of Employee
Engagement, revisions to the Transparent Medical Marketplace, Provider
Collaboration, Direct Contracting, and Plan/Network design.
Iterative cycles of Audit/Plan/Interventions until savings opportunities are
exhausted.
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Method / Calculation / Examples
The following metrics were reviewed:
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Findings & Validation

The metrics listed are reasonable and valid methods to gauge the
frequency and cost of the events described. The metrics can be used to
assess how much opportunity a plan has to improve; the reliability of this
estimate varies somewhat with each measure. For example, reducing the
percentage of claims that were paid with errors is a simple administrative
process and savings will be directly realized. Reducing the frequency of
low-value emergency room visits is complex and savings would be more
difficult to achieve than the correction of claims payment errors.
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Validation and Credibility Guarantee
Equity Health has achieved a level 3 – Metrics validation. Validation Institute is
confident that Equity Health performs as they state they are willing to provide
up to a $10,000 guarantee as part of their Credibility Guarantee Program*.
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Limitations
The extent to which savings are realized depends upon many factors, such as
employee communication and incentives to use the alternative medical
providers. Thus, the valid and accurate metric is likely to vary from the savings
achieved.
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500 West Cummings Park
Woburn, MA 01801
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CERTIFICATE OF VALIDATION

Applicant:

Equity Health

Product:

Equity Health HSA

Claim:

Improve quality and lower the costs of Employer
and Employee healthcare services

Validation Achieved:

Level 3 - Validated for Metrics

Linda Riddell

Benny DiCecca

VP, Population Health Scientist

Chief Executive Officer

Validation Institute

Validation Institute
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About Validation Institute

Validation Institute is a professional community that advocates for
organizations and approaches that deliver better health value - stronger
health outcomes at lower cost. We connect, train, and certify health care
purchasers, and we validate and connect providers delivering superior results.
Founded in 2014, the mission of the organization has consistently been to help
provide transparency to buyers of healthcare.
To strengthen our offering and provide additional credibility around our
service, the Validation Institute recently announced a Credibility Guarantee*
that offers customers of validated solution providers up to a $25,000
guarantee. This guarantee confirms that a validated solution provider will,
achieve what the validation language on a marketing claim says it will
achieve.
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